Summary

Creator: Pierce, Franklin, 1804-1869

Title: Franklin Pierce letters and documents, 1823-1856

Size: .1 linear foot (1 folder)

Source: Unknown

Abstract: This is a small collection of letters and documents relating to Franklin Pierce, fourteenth president of the United States. Material includes four letters sent by Pierce, 1826-1857, including one to Daniel Webster (1850), and one to his father, Benjamin Pierce (1826); two letters to Benjamin Pierce from other family members (1823, 1834); one letter to Pierce from James H. Graham (1852); one letter to Pierce from Fernando Wood (1856); three documents and various autographs; and an annotated 1853 statement by an unknown author relating to a published attack by the New York Tribune on the ostensibly pro-Pierce New York Post.

Access: Apply to Manuscripts and Archives Division for access at http://www.nypl.org/mssref.

Preferred citation: Franklin Pierce letters and documents, Manuscripts and Archives Division, The New York Public Library
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